Ruth, as rejigged. I have sent a copy to Des & to Mark.

DEPARTMENT OF URBAN & SOCIAL POLICY

Senior Associate

Ruth Crow AM, as Senior Associate, spends one or two days a week on campus. Apart from advice to researchers her activities focus on the production of the quarterly newsletter ECOSO Exchange (circulation 300) and one or two special projects. During 1996 funding of $1500 has been obtained for a project on active citizenship, which will bring secondary students and others from the Western Region onto campus for an ideas exchange day on August 24th. The theme of the project is 'What Kind of Future do we Want'? An exhibition will be conducted in the Footscray Campus library following the ideas exchange day, and contributions will form part of a travelling exhibition to circulate during Semester Two 1996. The Project Steering Committee includes two members of the staff of the Department of Urban and Social Policy, Sheila Byard and Louise Glanville.

Each issue of ECOSO Exchange has a main focus:

- ECOSO 2/37, Dec 1995, 'Citizenship Inquiry'.
- ECOSO 2/38, Mar 1996, 'Housing, Habitat & Co-op State Housing Agreement

Reprinting of Articles from ECOSO. Impossible to judge but we do know these have been reprinted in North Melbourne News, Peoples Committee for Melbourne News, U.A.W. News, Housing for Age Action Group, Rainbow Alliance Newsletters etc.
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Crow, R. (1996) 'What Sort of Society do we Want Australia to be?' at Point Gellibrand College.
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